Key Stage 2 Weekly Learning
Year 4 Ash and Yew

Theme: Titanic

Week beginning: 23/3/2020

Daily Activities
Wake up & Shake up

Exercise with Joe Wicks, go for a walk, run or dance.

Reading – 20 - 30 mins

Read a reading book from home, school or online. Can you write a book review?

Maths- 30 mins

Choose activities from your workbook to complete. (1 a day)

BREAK

Eat a snack, exercise or relax with some mindfulness

Times Tables- 15 – 20 mins

Log on to Time Tables Rock Stars or a similar website to practise your tables.

Spelling- 15-20 mins

Practise your Common Exception Words using the different strategies. (Given out last
week at school)
1) Write a diary entry describing your first week away from school.
How have you been feeling? What have you been doing? Are you missing school yet or are
you quite enjoying your home learning?
Remember you are literally writing about History that will be taught in schools in the
future. You could be writing a primary source of evidence!
2) Choose an activity from your workbook (1 a day)

Writing- 20-30 mins

Key Mathematical skills
• Times tables to 12x12
• Count in 6’s, 7’s, 9’s, 25’s and 1000’s
• Recognise place value in a 4-digit
number.
• Order numbers to 1000
• Round a number to the nearest 10,
100 or 1000
• Multiply multiples of 10 and 100. EG:
20 x 3, 400 x7, 20 x30,
• Use a written method for addition,
subtraction and multiplication (up to
4 digits)

Key Reading skills
• Use phonic knowledge to decode
words
• Summarise main points and discuss
what has been read.
• Retrieve key facts from a text.
• Make inferences using evidence from
the text. (Eg: I think she is upset or
angry because she slammed the door)
https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/thecollections/the-inference-collection/ is
excellent for practising this tricky
skill.
• Predict what might happen next
using clues from the text.

Key Writing skills
• Capital letters at the start of a
sentence and for proper nouns.
• Accurately use full stops, ! or ? at
the end of a sentence.
• Neat, joined handwriting
• Use speech marks to punctuate
direct speech.
• Use the correct tense throughout
a piece of writing.
• Use 1st and 3rd person correctly.
• Use fronted adverbials punctuated
with a comma after them. Eg:
Later that day, I went to see my
friend. Slowly, she crept into the
deserted house.

Weekly Activities
History
PSHE
•
Create a family timeline (pgs 72-73 in your home
3, 2, 1 activity
learning book)
Think about, then write down…
OR
• 3 things that you have been grateful for today
•
Create a timeline of your life so far.
• 2 things you are looking forward to tomorrow
Eg: birthdays, school, memorable moments.
• 1 kind thing that you have done/said to someone
If you wanted to you could also include your hopes and
dreams for the future and imagine at what stages in your
life you will achieve them.
Science
Art/DT
Choose any of the three activities in your home learning
Research, plan and recreate a 1st class room on Titanic.
booklet.
This could be a bedroom, the gym, a restaurant or even the
Or, if you have an investigation or experiment of your own
hairdressers. Plan your room on paper then recreate it
you’d like to try out please use this week to do so.
using any old boxes, cardboard or recycling you may have
around the home.
This can be completed over the next two weeks.

